The B c meson is the only known meson consisting of two heavy quarks of different flavor: a charm quark and a bottom antiquark. It provides a unique test of heavy-quark dynamics, since the bound state can be treated using the same nonrelativistic expansion that successfully describes meson is expected to be about 2 -3 times smaller than the B meson lifetime if one assumes three major decay subprocesses [1, 2] : b quark decay with the c quark as a spectator, c quark decay with the b quark as a spectator, and bc annihilation decays. In the B meson case, the dominant decay subprocess is the b quark decay with the u quark as a spectator. An early measurement from CDF [3] found a B c lifetime consistent with predictions. More precise measurements will determine the relative importance of the three decay subprocesses and provide insight into the strong dynamics of heavy quarks. Here we report a new B c meson lifetime measurement using the decay mode B c ! J= e e , where charge-conjugate modes are implied, from a sample of 360 pb ÿ1 collected during 2002 -2004 with the CDF II detector [4] at the Fermilab Tevatron Collider at a center of mass energy of 1.96 TeV. The new measurement is about 2.5 times more precise than the previous one.
The B c ! J= e e reconstruction starts with J= ! ÿ candidates selected based upon a two-muon topology by the CDF trigger system [5] . The J= candidates are further purified during offline reconstruction by vertex constraining the ÿ pairs and by selecting the pairs with momentum transverse to the beam line p T J= > 3 GeV=c. Then each J= candidate with a reconstructed mass within 50 MeV=c 2 of its nominal value is combined with an electron to form a B c candidate. Electron identification uses both specific ionization (dE=dx) information from the central outer tracker (COT) and calorimeter shower information from the central electromagnetic calorimeter (CEM). The logarithm of the ratio of the measured dE=dx value from a charged particle to that expected for an electron, Z e lndE=dx ÿ lndE=dx predict , is compared to its standard deviation Z e . The expected dE=dx and Z e are functions of the particle charge, momentum, and the multiplicity of associated COT hits. Electron candidates are required to have Z e = Z e > ÿ1:3 to reject hadrons (=K=p) while remaining efficient for true electrons. Samples of electrons, pions, kaons, and protons selected from collision data are used to determine the dE=dx identification efficiencies listed in Table I . These control samples come from photon conversions ! e e ÿ and from hadron decays K
The hadrons surviving the Z e = Z e selection are mainly pions, which are rejected using calorimeter shower shape information.
The calorimeter shower shape of a charged particle with p T > 2 GeV=c is obtained by extrapolating its track reconstructed in the COT into the calorimeter to match shower clusters there [3] . The probabilities for a particle to have a shower shape consistent with being an electron or a hadron are calculated using the distributions of shower energy and shower cluster profiles for the electron and hadron samples described above. We first define the probability for a charged particle to be an electron based on shower shape by the ratio between its probability to be an electron and the sum of its probabilities to be an electron or a hadron. We then obtain a cumulative probability distribution of the ratio using the electron sample and impose a selection on electron candidates at a 70% probability value. To calculate the average probability for hadrons to pass this requirement, as listed in Table I , the control samples of =K=p particles are mixed using fractions predicted by a PYTHIA Monte Carlo (MC) simulation of B ! J= X events [6] . In addition, electrons found to originate from photon conversion ! e e ÿ are removed from consideration as J= e candidates [3] . Overall, the electron identification using combined dE=dx and calorimeter information has an efficiency of 60% for true electrons, while hadrons have a probability to pass the selection lower than 0.15%.
A B c candidate is a J= e pair with transverse momentum p T J= e > 5 GeV=c and invariant mass 4 < M J= e < 6 GeV=c 2 . The upper bound on M J= e is simply the kinematic limit from the mass of B c meson [7] . The lower bound is set higher than the kinematic limit of M J= to reduce the background from B c semileptonic decays other than the exclusive decay B c ! J= e e to a few percent [1, 3] . The opening angle between the J= and electron momenta in the transverse plane must be within 90 to reduce generic b b background that produces a J= and an electron from different b hadrons. Finally, the tracks of the three daughter particles , ÿ , and e are fit to a common vertex, and the B c decay length in the transverse plane L xy is calculated as the projection of the displacement of the B c vertex from the primary vertex onto the momentum of the J= e system. The primary vertex position is obtained from run-by-run averages using samples of prompt tracks.
Before making a lifetime measurement, we first establish the B c signal in the J= e pairs. The background pairs from prompt decays are removed by imposing a selection of L xy = L xy > 3. The M J= e distribution of J= e pairs with L xy = L xy > 3 is shown in Fig. 1 . Within the 4 < M J= e < 6 GeV=c 2 window, 203 candidates are found with a total of background 88 14 as listed in Table II . The background is classified into four groups: (i) background with a false J= , background with a correctly identified J= but a wrong electron candidate which can be either (ii) a misidentified hadron (false electron) or (iii) an electron from photon to e e ÿ conversion, and (iv) background from decays of other B hadrons (b b). The number of false J= backgrounds is estimated using ÿ pairs with an invariant mass outside the 50 MeV=c 2 window. To estimate the false electron background, we use a sample of J= -track pairs passing the same selection as the J= e pairs, including the dE=dx requirement and the requirement to point to the CEM fiducial region, but without any selection based on calorimeter information. The size of the contribution is estimated from a weighted counting of the J= -track pairs with the weights taken as the averaged probabilities in Table I for hadrons to pass the electron selection using the calorimeter. We derive the residual conversion electron contribution from the rate of identified photon conversions together with the conversion-finding efficiency listed in Table I . The conversion-finding efficiency, defined as the fraction of the identified electrons with their conversion partners in the kinematic acceptance of the CDF detector, is estimated from a MC simulation. Finally, the contribution from decays resulting from b b production is estimated using a PYTHIA MC sample with relative rates of flavor creation, flavor excitation, and gluon splitting tuned to the Tevatron data [6, 8] An unbinned maximum-likelihood fit [3, 4] is used to extract the B c meson lifetime. In the fit, t 0 and its event-by- 
where F s t 0 ; t 0 is the lifetime probability density function (PDF) for a pure B c signal, f b i and F b i t 0 ; t 0 are fractions of the five background contributions and their lifetime PDFs, and P s t 0 and P b i t 0 are the PDFs of the t 0 for signal and backgrounds. The lifetime PDF for the B c signal is an exponential lifetime distribution convoluted with the K distribution and a Gaussian resolution function. The prompt background lifetime PDF is assumed to have zero lifetime with a Gaussian resolution function. The PDFs for other backgrounds are described by a sum of a Gaussian distribution centered at zero and two pairs of positive and negative exponential lifetime functions with no K correction applied. The initial parameters for these background PDFs are obtained from fits to the background samples as shown in Fig. 3 . The obtained results are used to constrain the corresponding parameters in the final lifetime fit. The constraints are imposed by multiplying the likelihood function with Gaussian functions of the appropriate mean and width. Similarly, the background fractions f b i are also constrained in the B c meson lifetime fit to the estimated values in Table II. In Fig. 4 , the ct 0 distribution from the 783 B c candidates is shown with the fit result superimposed. We find c B c 139 22 ÿ20 m. The sources of systematic uncertainty on the lifetime fit are now considered, and their magnitudes are estimated. The effect of the K distribution uncertainty on the B c lifetime fit is estimated using alternative K distributions obtained from MC simulations with different p T spectrum, mass, and lifetime values, and B c meson decay modes. The p T spectrum is changed from that derived using a theoretical calculation [10] to that of the inclusive decay B ! J= X [4] . The mass and lifetime in the MC calculation are varied in the ranges M B c 6:2-6:4 GeV=c 2 and B c 0:4-0:7 ps [1, 2] . The B c decay considered in the MC calculation is varied from the exclusive B c ! J= e e alone to that of an inclusive decay table predicted in Ref. [1] . We found the change on the B c lifetime fit as c B c 2:8 m. The uncertainty related to background lifetime shapes is estimated from investigating the p T dependence of the electron identification and the conversion-finding efficiencies, from using false J= events from different samples with or without an electron nearby, and from changing fractions of b b events originating from the three main production mechanisms according to a study using CDF data [8] . The estimated effect is 9:2 m. The uncertainty related to the L xy calculation and its error distribution is found to be 4:7 m from the uncertainty in the silicon detector alignment, by using an alternative functional form describing the L xy resolution that includes an additional Gaussian and symmetric exponential tails, and by using alternative decay-length er- PRL 97, 012002 (2006) P H Y S I C A L R E V I E W L E T T E R S week ending 7 JULY 2006 012002-6 ror distributions. The fitting procedure is also checked using MC ct 0 distributions similar to that of the B c candidates, and there is no bias found. Adding all the estimated systematic errors in quadrature, we find c B c 139 22 ÿ20 stat 11syst m or B c 0:463 0:073 ÿ0:065 stat 0:036syst ps.
In conclusion, from an unbinned maximum-likelihood fit to the decay-length distribution of 238 signal events of B c ! J= e e , the B c meson lifetime is found to be 0:463 0:073 ÿ0:065 stat 0:036syst ps, which is about onethird of the B meson lifetime of 1:671 0:018 ps [7] . This agrees with theoretical models [1, 2] in which all the three major decay subprocesses, the two spectator processes ( b-quark and c-quark) and the bc annihilation, play important roles in the B c decays.
